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I'm an energetic, highly positive, hard working developer specializing in mobile, web and server
applications.

My main goal is to find out about development resources and new technologies from different
sources.

I enjoy encountering challenges for which.

I like clean and beautiful code and I try my best to make the code I write very clean, beautiful and
legible.

I try to figure out all possible solutions but then act based on best practices and standard ways.
Once I take on a new project in web development, by using the latest technologies I hope to
create
innovative software products that are equally beautiful and functional and also create a unique
product with an experience worth remembering for users.

I have very good experience and good examples in this field using the following tools:
React native, Android, Flutter, Kotlin.
I also created server-side applications using the following tools:
َAdonisjs, Laravel, Djangio python.

 - 

Currently serving as a React Native/Mobile Developer at Swipte, a USA-based company.
Develop and maintain Swipte customer and Swipte merchant applications, utilizing React
Native technology.
Collaborate with cross-functional teams to gather requirements and implement new features
and enhancements.
Ensure the performance, reliability, and scalability of the applications through rigorous testing
and optimization.
Contribute to the design and architecture of the applications, following best practices and
industry standards.
Actively participate in code reviews and provide constructive feedback to improve code
quality and maintainability.
Stay updated with the latest trends and advancements in mobile development, incorporating
new technologies and techniques into the applications.
Work closely with product managers and stakeholders to understand business needs and
deliver high-quality solutions.

 - 

Developed and maintained the Mom application as a React Native/Mobile Developer.
Leveraged expertise in React Native to create a user-friendly and efficient mobile application.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to gather requirements and ensure the successful
delivery of the Mom application.
Implemented best practices and coding standards to ensure the quality and maintainability of
the codebase.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging to identify and resolve any issues or bugs.
Actively participated in the full software development lifecycle, including design,
development, testing, and deployment.
Demonstrated strong problem-solving skills in addressing technical challenges and
optimizing application performance.
Maintained clear and effective communication with stakeholders to ensure project alignment
and timely delivery.

 - 

Developed and launched three mobile applications: Wingle (a dating app), Meetly (a dating
app), and Minimidimaks (a photography app), using React Native.
Implemented Redux, Saga, and Axios to manage state and handle asynchronous operations,
ensuring smooth and efficient app performance.
Utilized Android Java and iOS Objective C to build robust and user-friendly interfaces,
enhancing the overall user experience.
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Integrated various features such as Context, GraphQL, Socket, Map, WebRTC, Video Call, and
Chat, providing users with a comprehensive and interactive app experience.
Worked extensively on photo-related functionalities, optimizing image processing and
storage capabilities.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to gather requirements, design app architecture,
and deliver high-quality mobile applications.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging to identify and resolve any issues, ensuring the
stability and reliability of the applications.
Stayed updated with the latest industry trends and technologies, continuously improving
skills and knowledge in mobile app development.

 - 

Designed and programmed mobile applications for Isfahan Seminary, including Taninvahy
and Hamnafas, using React Native, Redux, Saga, Axios, and Context, resulting in improved
efficiency and user experience.
Developed and implemented mobile applications for company management ideas, such as
RaiQ, Raifood, and Avatv, utilizing Flutter, Android Java, iOS Objective C, GraphQl, Socket, Map,
WebRTC, and Video Call technologies.
Played a key role in the company's growth, contributing to the expansion from 5 employees to
50 employees, through the successful development and deployment of innovative mobile
applications.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to gather requirements, design user interfaces, and
develop robust and scalable mobile solutions.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging of applications, ensuring high-quality and error-
free deliverables.
Actively participated in code reviews, providing valuable feedback and suggestions for
improvement to enhance the overall quality of the applications.
Stayed updated with the latest trends and technologies in mobile development, continuously
improving skills and knowledge to deliver cutting-edge solutions.
Maintained clear and concise documentation, facilitating seamless knowledge transfer and
collaboration among team members.

 - 

Successfully managed multiple simultaneous projects, including personal ventures and client
work, showcasing strong multitasking and time management skills.
Developed and launched Irio App, a highly acclaimed and widely recognized mobile
application available on the Cafebazaar store, demonstrating expertise in full-stack
development.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to design and implement robust and scalable
software solutions, utilizing technologies such as React-Native, Redux, Saga, Axios, Android
Java, iOS Objective C, Context, GraphQl, Socket, Map, WebRTC, Video Call, Chat, Adonis-js,
Php, Flutter, MySQL, SqlServer, and Laravel.
Took complete ownership of personal projects, handling front-end, back-end, and mobile
development, showcasing versatility and proficiency in various programming languages and
frameworks.
Demonstrated a strong commitment to quality by conducting thorough testing and
debugging, ensuring the delivery of high-performance and reliable software applications.
Actively participated in code reviews, providing valuable feedback and suggestions to
enhance the overall quality and maintainability of the codebase.
Maintained clear and concise documentation, facilitating seamless knowledge transfer and
collaboration with team members.
Stayed updated with the latest industry trends and technologies, continuously expanding skill
set and adapting to emerging technologies.
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 - 

Developed three Android applications for the Battery Delivery Project of Isfahan Nano Mana
Energy Company, including the Customer, Servicer, and Wholesaler applications.
Utilized Android Java, Redux, Saga, Axios, and Context to create robust and user-friendly
mobile applications, ensuring seamless functionality and optimal user experience.
Collaborated closely with cross-functional teams to gather requirements, design application
architecture, and implement features that met the specific needs of each user group.
Implemented Map functionality to provide accurate location tracking and delivery
management features, enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the battery delivery
process.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging of code, ensuring the stability and reliability of
the applications across different devices and operating systems.
Maintained clear and concise documentation, facilitating ease of understanding and future
maintenance of the applications.
Actively participated in code reviews and provided valuable feedback to team members,
fostering a culture of continuous improvement and learning.
Stayed updated with the latest trends and technologies in Android and React Native
development, continuously enhancing skills and knowledge to deliver cutting-edge solutions.

 - 

Developed and implemented the iBazar application, a data visualization tool for cities,
utilizing Android Java, Restful API, XML, Retrofit, JSON, and Map technologies.
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to gather requirements and ensure the application
met client specifications.
Utilized Restful API and XML to retrieve and display city data, providing users with a
comprehensive and user-friendly interface.
Integrated Retrofit and JSON to efficiently handle data communication and processing,
enhancing application performance.
Implemented map functionality to visualize city data geographically, enhancing user
experience and data comprehension.
Conducted thorough testing and debugging to ensure the application was error-free and met
quality standards.
Maintained clear and effective communication with stakeholders throughout the
development process, ensuring project milestones were met.
Demonstrated strong problem-solving skills and adaptability in resolving technical challenges
and meeting project deadlines.
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 - 

Bachelor

C++, Java, MySql, Matlab, React Native, Flutter, Android

 - 

College

 - 

High school

Computer-Software engineering 2012 2017
Isfahan payame noor

Mathematical Physics 2011 2012
Imam Reza school

Mathematical Physics 2008 2011
Beheshti school
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Persian is the mother tongue

Persian

Matin Zadeh Dolatabad
      Mobile Application Engineer at Diet Doctor

     +989037410073

      zadehdolatabad@gmail.com

Roohollah Khodabakhshi
.     Full Stack Developer at ParseIT-Group

      +989138970651

      roohollah419@gmail.com

Ehsan Ahmadi
.     UX & UI at Improver Digital Tech

      ehsan2002e@gmail.com
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